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ABSTRACT
A halo coronal mass ejection (CME) was observed at 15 :03 UT on 1998 May 2 by the Solar and

Heliospheric Observatory Large-Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph. The observation of the CME was
preceded by a major soft X-ray Ñare in NOAA Active Region 8210, characterized by a delta spot mag-
netic conÐguration and some activity in region 8214. A large transequatorial interconnecting loop (TIL)
seen in the soft X-rays connected AR 8210 to a faint magnetic Ðeld region in the periphery of region
8214. Smaller loop systems were also connecting AR 8210 to other fainter bipolar magnetic structures,
the interconnecting loop (IL) east of AR 8210 being one of the most visible. We present here a multi-
wavelength analysis of the large- and small-scale coronal structures associated with the development of
the Ñare and of the CME, with emphasis placed on radio-imaging data. In the early phases of the Ñare,
the radio emission sources traced the propagation paths of electrons along the TIL and the IL, which
are accelerated in the vicinity of AR 8210. Furthermore, jetlike Ñows were observed in soft X-rays and in
Ha in these directions. SigniÐcantly, the TIL and IL loop systems disappeared at least partially after the
CME. An EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) dimming region of similar size and shape to the soft X-ray
TIL, but noticeably o†set from it, was also observed. During the ““ Ñash ÏÏ phase of the Ñare, new radio
sources appeared, presenting signatures of destabilization and reconnection at discrete locations of the
connecting loops. We interpret these as possible signatures of the CME lifto† on the disk. An Ha
Moreton wave (blast wave) and an ““ EIT wave ÏÏ were also observed, originating from the Ñaring AR
8210. The signatures in radio, after the wave propagated high into the corona, include type IIÈlike emis-
sions in the spectra. The radio images link these emissions to fast-moving sources, presumably formed at
locations where the blast wave encounters magnetic structures. The opening of the CME magnetic Ðeld
is revealed by the radio observations, which show large and expanding moving sources overlying the
later-seen EIT dimming region.
Subject headings : Sun: corona È Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) È Sun: Ñares È

Sun: radio radiation È Sun: UV radiation È Sun: X-rays, gamma rays
On-line material : color Ðgure

1. INTRODUCTION

““ Halo ÏÏ coronal mass ejections (CMEs) appear as di†use
clouds that surround the solar disk in white-light corona-
graph images. Halo CMEs that originate on the visible
solar hemisphere represent mass ejections that are directed
toward the Earth and have therefore been found to be con-
nected with geomagnetic disturbances and changes in the
solar wind Ñow (see, e.g., Howard et al. 1982 ; Hudson et al.
1998 ; Sheeley et al. 1999 ; Torsti et al. 1998). Soft X-ray and
EUV ““ dimmings ÏÏ (interpreted as signatures of mass loss)
are sometimes observed as the direct signature of eruptive
events (including Ñares and/or CMEs) on the solar disk
(Sterling & Hudson 1997 ; Thompson et al. 1998, 2000a ;
Zarro et al. 1999). Moreton-Ramsey waves (““ Ñare waves ÏÏ)
in Ha (Moreton & Ramsey 1960 ; Moreton 1960) and ““ IT
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waves ÏÏ observed by the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) as
their possible coronal counterpart (Thompson et al. 1999,
2000b), have been observed originating from the vicinity of
active regions and erupting quiescent Ðlaments and have
been suggested to be associated with Ðlament eruptions,
Ñares, and CMEs.

Flares and radio emission at metric wavelengths have
oftenÈbut not alwaysÈbeen observed in association with
CMEs (see, e.g., the review by Cliver, Webb, & Howard
1999). Recent results suggest that metric type II emission
could be associated with blast waves driven by fast, short-
lived X-ray ejecta from the Ñare region (Gopalswamy et al.
1998 ; Klein et al. 1999), but there is also some evidence for
weak metric radio bursts associated with the leading edges
of CMEs (Maia et al. 2000) as possible counterparts to
interplanetary type II bursts that are associated with CMEs
(Cane, Sheeley, & Howard 1987).

Most CME studies that have included radio-imaging
observations have been of limb events. For example, Maia
et al. (1999) showed the rapid development of the latitudinal
extent of radio-emitting sources in connection with that of
the CME and, moreover, they showed the involvement of
multipolar magnetic systems as well as a series of loop
system interactions leading to the opening of the coronal
magnetic Ðeld. In contrast, we present here a detailed
analysis of one disk event that was associated with a halo
CME using coordinated observations from various ground-
and space-based instruments, including, in particular,
radio-imaging observations.
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FIG. 1.ÈSOHO LASCO C2 di†erence image at 15 :03È14 :06 UT showing the halo CME on 1998 May 2. The bright pixels in the LASCO image are
particle hits associated with the CME. Superposed is the preÑare full-disk soft X-ray image of the Sun (Yohkoh SXT) at 13 :26 UT. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this Ðgure.]

Preliminary studies of the 1998 May 2 event have been
carried out by Pick et al. (1999), Pohjolainen, Khan, &
Vilmer (1999), and Zharkova & Kosovichev (1999). Fur-
thermore, Leblanc et al. (2000) have analyzed the interplan-
etary e†ects of the event.

In ° 2 of this paper we describe the instruments brieÑy
and present an overview of the observations. In ° 3 we
describe the observations in detail in separate sections : Ðrst,
the soft X-ray observations, then the Ha observations, the
EUV observations, the radio spectral data, and Ðnally, the
radio-imaging data. In ° 4 we discuss the observations and
draw conclusions.

2. INSTRUMENTS AND A SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS

In this study we concentrate on analyzing the Ha, X-ray,
UV, and radio signatures as seen on the solar disk during
the development of the halo CME on 1998 May 2. For this
study, we use Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO ;
Domingo, Fleck, & Poland 1995) Large-Angle Spectro-

metric Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995)
images in white light, SOHO EIT et al.(Delaboudinière
1995) images in the EUV, Yohkoh (Ogawara et al. 1991) soft
x-ray telescope (SXT; Tsuneta et al. 1991) images in soft
X-rays, Yohkoh Hard X-Ray Telescope (HXT; Kosugi et al.
1991) images in hard X-rays, Sonnenobservatorium

(Messerotti et al. 1999) and SOONSPOTKanzelho� he
network images in Ha, and Nancay Radioheliograph
(Kerdraon & Delouis 1997) images at decimetric/metric
radio wavelengths. In addition, we use the whole-Sun soft
X-ray Ñux from the GOES satellites and the radio spectral
data at decimetric/metric radio wavelengths from the
Phoenix-2 at (Messmer, Benz, & Monstein 1999)Zu� rich
and Artemis-IV in Greece (Maroulis et al. 1997).

A halo CME was observed by the SOHO LASCO C2
coronagraph at 15 :03 UT on 1998 May 2. An estimate of
the CME speed could be made with the help of the previous
LASCO image at 14 :06 UT, and it was estimated to be over
1039 km s~1. A composite image of a Yohkoh SXT full-disk
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FIG. 2.ÈGOES 9 soft X-ray Ñux at 1È8 (higher Ñux curve) and atA�
0.5È4 (lower Ñux curve) on 1998 May 2. Superposed on these are hatchedA�
areas representing the intervals of Yohkoh satellite night and dashed
hatched areas representing South Atlantic Anomaly intervals (high-voltage
detectors turned o†). Small vertical tic marks indicate the times of Yohkoh
SXT full-frame images (FFI), partial frame images (PFI), and HXT observ-
ing times. SOHO EIT 195 observing times are marked with crosses. TheA�

Ha image cadence is 1 minute, while the Nancay radio imageKanzelho� he
cadence is 0.5 s at each frequency.

soft X-ray image at 13 :26 UT and a SOHO LASCO
C2 di†erence image at 15 :03È14 :06 UT are presented in
Figure 1.

The GOES 9 full-Sun soft X-ray Ñux curves are presented
in Figure 2. A GOES X1.1-class Ñare was observed in active
region 8210 during 13 :30È16 :00 UT. A GOES B6.5-class
Ñare was observed in AR 8214 during 13 :14È13 :19 UT. The
observing times of the SOHO EIT and the two Yohkoh
instruments are marked on the plot. Yohkoh nighttime set in

around 13 :37 UT, and observations started again well after
14 UT. The SOHO EIT took 195 images every 20 minutesA�
during the Ñare, around 13 :19, 13 :41, and 14 :10 UT. Ha
data from the SOONSPOT network and areKanzelho� he
available with 1 minute image cadence.

The Phoenix-2 spectrograph at ETH in and theZu� rich
Artemis-IV spectrograph in Greece recorded the whole
event from meter to centimeter wavelengths. The Nancay
Radioheliograph imaging observations were carried out at
Ðve decimetric/metric frequencies (164, 236, 327, 410, and
432 MHz) with a 0.5 s image cadence at each frequency.

3. OBSERVATIONS

3.1. X-Ray Emission
The Yohkoh SXT soft X-ray image in Figure 3a shows

two active regions, NOAA AR 8210 (S15¡, W15¡) and AR
8214 (N25¡, E25¡) on the disk. A system of transequatorial
interconnecting loops (TILs) is observed connecting AR
8210 to the peripheries of AR 8214 in the northern hemi-
sphere. In the vicinity of the TIL, there are smaller scale soft
X-ray features that were not classiÐed as sunspot regions by
NOAA (e.g., the region AB) but that are visible in the mag-
netograms as small bipolar regions. An interconnecting
loop (IL) in soft X-rays connected AR 8210 to a region east
of it (region AC).

The major GOES X-class soft X-ray Ñare in the southern
AR 8210 Ðrst showed a Ñux rise around 13 :30 UT. Yohkoh
imaging was triggered into Ñare mode at 13 :34 :06 UT. In
the rising phase of the soft X-ray ÑareÈGOES maximum
was at 13 :42 UTÈtwo spraylike Ñows, J1 and J2, were seen
until Yohkoh night set in around 13 :37 :30 UT. The Ñow
features observed in Ha and in soft X-rays are presented in
Figures 3a and 3b, with locations in respect with the TIL
and IL. No deÐnite speeds for these sprays could be calcu-
lated since there were no clear leading edges in the Ñows.
The spray J1 was fainter than the other and seemed to

FIG. 3.È(a) Yohkoh SXT Al-Mg large Ðeld of view at 13 :26 :59 UT (in gray scale with long exposure time ; saturated areas are seen in white) with the SXT
Al.1 contours at 13 :35 :51 UT superposed showing the Ñaring region inside AR 8210. The sunspot regions AR 8210 (S15¡, W15¡) and AR 8214 (N25¡, E22¡)
were connected by a TIL, and the smaller region AC was connected to AR 8210 by an IL. Also, other small regions were seen on the disk ; the one near the
TIL is labeled ““ AB.ÏÏ The arrows point to the Ñow directions of the Ñare, labeled ““ J1 ÏÏ and ““ J2.ÏÏ (b) SOONSPOT Ha image of the Ñare region at 13 :35 :45
UT superposed with Yohkoh SXT contours at 13 :35 :45 UT.
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follow a short loop along the IL, while J2 was more intense
and was directed toward the TIL.

Yohkoh HXT light curves show that the hard X-ray emis-
sion at the lowest energy channels (14È53 keV) started to
rise around the time when the Ñare mode was triggered.
During the intense emission phase (just before satellite night
set in), the strongest component of hard X-ray emission at
33È53 keV elongated toward the southwest.

In the next full-frame Yohkoh SXT image after the Ñare,
the TIL had mostly disappeared, and most of the smaller IL
toward region AC had disappeared as well. These SXT
dimming regions are presented in the di†erence image in
Figure 4.

3.2. Ha Observations
The Ha Ñare, Ðrst observed at 13 :34 :38 UT, is described

in detail by Warmuth et al. (2000). An Ha wave (Moreton-
Ramsey wave) was Ðrst observed in the image at 13 :38 :57
UT heading north and northwest from the active region.
We estimate the start time of the wave to be around
13 :38 :00 UT. In the next image at 13 :39 :47 UT, the wave
front was split into two parts : one moving north at 790 km
s~1 and the other moving northwest at 630 km s~1. It seems
that the latter front had been slowed down by crossing an
Ha structure (Warmuth et al. 2000). Later on, the speeds of
both Ha wave fronts slowed down signiÐcantly to about
320 km s~1 at 13 :44 :57 UT. The temporal evolution of the
Ha wave front is presented in Figure 5.

3.3. SOHO EIT Observations
An EIT wave was observed in the SOHO EIT 13 :41È

13 :19 UT di†erence image. Figure 6 presents this di†erence
image together with the positions of the Ha wave fronts.
The EIT image cadence was too low to measure the speed
of the EIT wave disturbance accurately. However, a very
rough lower limit of 340 km s~1 is implied by comparing
the image where the EIT wave was seen at 13 :41 UT and

FIG. 4.ÈYohkoh SXT di†erence image at 15 :55 :42È13 :26 :58 UT on
1998 May 2. Dark areas represent reduced brightness-depleted matter. The
arrows point to the systems of loops that disappeared at least partially.

assuming that the wave started at the Ñare site at the start of
the Ñare (both questionable assumptions). Moreover, since
the Ha and EIT wave fronts are nearly cospatial around
13 :41 UT, we suggest that the actual EIT wave speed is
much larger than the lower limit given here.

An ““ EIT dimming ÏÏ region, also reported in Thompson
et al. (2000a), was observed in the next EIT di†erence image
pair at 14 :10È13 :41 UT, shown in Figure 7. The dimming
persisted to some extent until at least 22 :00 UT. The
dimming region was located north of AR 8210. The Ha
wave was observed to travel approximately along part of
the region that dimmed.

3.4. Radio Spectral Data
Between 13 :28 and 13 :37 UT, the radio spectral data at

decimetric/metric wavelengths showed pulsations and
several type III and type IIIÈlike radio bursts. Similar type
III activity in the preÑash phase of Ñares has been reported
by, e.g., Raoult et al. (1985). Some of the type IIIÈlike radio
bursts at low frequencies were J-shaped (incomplete U-
bursts). The one that occurred around 13 :34 :50 UT (in the
preÑash phase) had a turnover frequency near 150 MHz. A
selected part of the spectra, from 13 :33 :30 to 13 :53 :30 UT
at 115È700 MHz, is presented in Figure 8.

At 13 :37 :30 UT, an intense ““ radio Ñash ÏÏ took place (see
Fig. 9). By the radio Ñash phase we mean the sudden, very
large increase in the radio and hard X-ray emission with an
increase of the radio Ñux toward the high frequencies. At
frequencies below 230 MHz, the emission drifted toward
lower frequencies at a rate of about 15 MHz s~1. This
fast-drifting source is labeled ““M0 ÏÏ in the spectral plots in
Figures 8 and 9. Superimposed on this drifting emission
were short, narrowband, type IIIÈlike bursts, including a
J-burst at 13 :37 :51 UT with a turnover frequency near 120
MHz. After the fast-drift phase, some U-bursts were seen at
narrow frequency ranges, for example, at 236 MHz at
13 :38 :48 UT. Some frequency-drifting bursts toward the
higher frequencies were also observed after the Ñash onset
phase (Fig. 9).

During 13 :41È13 :46 UT, several slower (relative to M0)
frequency-drifting bursts were seen. These are labeled
““M1,ÏÏ ““M2,ÏÏ and ““M3 ÏÏ in Figures 8 and 9. The drifts were
about 1 MHz s~1. Type II bursts usually have frequency
drift rates in the 0.1È1.0 MHz s~1 range (Roberts 1959 ;
Kundu 1965 ; Cliver et al. 1999). Also, the drifting features
observed here did not show corresponding harmonic fea-
tures. Thus, we refer to these features as type IIÈlike bursts.
If extrapolated toward higher frequencies, the radio spectra
of M2 and M3 seem to indicate that the two sources may
have a common start time around 13 :42 UT, just below 300
MHz.

After 13 :42 UT, an intense continuum source was formed
at the 300È1400 MHz frequency range, which is marked
““ CONT ÏÏ in Figure 9. After this continuum emission
started, no type IIÈlike emission sources were formed. After
14 :10 UT and up to 15 :00 UT, a strong prolonged radio
continuum source was observed, seen in the Nancay Ñux
curves in Figure 10.

3.5. Radio-imaging Data
Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the radio Ñux at

four frequencies observed with the Nancay Radiohelio-
graph. This illustrates in summary the signatures at
decimetric/metric wavelengths of the full development of
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FIG. 5.ÈRunning di†erence of Ha images showing the moving Ha wave front (marked by an arrow in the Ðrst di†erence image)Kanzelho� he

the Ñare, shock wave, and CME, described in further detail
below with radio-imaging data.

The type III bursts that were observed between 13 :28
and 13 :35 UT appeared near AR 8210, either on the north
side of the active region or on the east side of the active
region. The radio emission paths seemed to follow the mag-
netic features, tracing EUV and soft X-ray loops that were
coming out of the active region. Around 13 :35 UT, the
locations of the radio emission sources at all Nancay
observing frequencies traced large looplike structuresÈan
example is shown in Figure 11Èthat linked the AR 8210 to
the peripheries of AR 8214. This ““ radio sourcesÏ path ÏÏ
overlapped signiÐcantly with the TIL that was seen in soft
X-rays. The location of the radio loop ““ leg ÏÏ was over AR
8210. This indicates that the Ðrst nonthermal electrons were
produced in the vicinity of AR 8210.

Between 13 :37 :10 and 13 :38 :45 UT (the Ñash phase
clearly seen in the spectrum), a new radio source M0 was
seen in the Nancay images on the west side of AR 8210 (Fig.
13). This westward source corresponds to the rapidly drift-

ing spectral feature M0 in Figure 8. The spectral drift for
M0 was about 15 MHz~1. The source locations at 164 and
236 MHz are the same, which indicates accelerated elec-
trons moving up roughly toward the Earth. The radio Ñux
for the M0 source was very intense, and it probably
swamped any radio emission coming from the tran-
sequatorial loop direction, if still produced.

Once the radio Ñux from the westward and the preexist-
ing source diminished, new radio looplike structures were
seen apparently connecting AR 8210 with the small di†use
region to the north (labeled ““ AB ÏÏ in Fig. 3). The region AB
was also seen as a faint bipolar region in the magnetograms.
Examples of radio images at 13 :38 :48 UT (corresponding
to the narrowband U-burst mentioned in the previous
subsection) and at 13 :39 :13 UT (new illuminated looplike
structures) at 236 MHz are presented in Figures 12a and
12b, respectively. Compared to Figure 11, the looplike
structure at 13 :38 :48 UT is displaced toward the west and
still shows some emission associated with M0. A large radio
““ arc ÏÏ structureÈwhich had a similar location as the pre-
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FIG. 6.ÈPositions of the Ha wave fronts at 13 :38 :57, 13 :39 :47, 13 :40 :51, and 13 :41 :55 UT (solid lines) plotted over SOHO EIT di†erenceKanzelho� he
image at 13 :41 :18È13 :19 UT on 1998 May 2.

vious radio path at 13 :35 UT roughly along the TILÈwas
formed around 13 :40 UT and shown in Figure 12c.
However, this one had a new source near the solar north
pole.

Several short-duration moving radio sources were then
observed on the solar disk between 13 :41 and 13 :45 UT. At
the same time, several type IIÈlike frequency-drifting
sources (M1, M2, and M3) were seen in the spectra below
300 MHz (in Fig. 8). All the moving sources (M1ÈM3) and
the western source M0 in the radio Ñash phase are present-
ed in Figure 13. Spectral source M1 was seen in the radio
images only at 164 MHz. Its speed could not be determined
accurately, although the direction was northward. Source
M2 was seen at 236 MHz and later at 164 MHz moving
northeastward. It had a projected speed of about 830 km
s~1. Source M3 was seen at 236 MHz and later at 164 MHz
moving toward the west limb. It had a projected speed of
about 890 km s~1. The spectral drifts for sources M1ÈM3
were approximately 1 MHz s~1.

After 13 :42 UT, the Nancay radio images showed an
elongated source overlying the region connecting AR 8210
and region AB, and the source was seen moving slowly at

327 MHz with a projected speed of about 300 km s~1.
From 13 :48 UT to around 13 :53 UT, this radio emission
source formed an arclike structure, which coincides with the
coronal dimming region seen later in the SOHO EIT image
at 14 :10 UT. The radio arc at 13 :48 UT was plotted over
the EIT dimming region in Figure 7. After 14 :10 UT, a
strong and compact radio continuum source was seen over
AR 8210. The Ñare evolution and the di†erent radio signa-
tures are summed up in a time line in Figure 14.

4. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to analyze the Ha, X-ray,
UV, and radio signatures associated with the disk Ñare and
the early development of the halo CME on 1998 May 2. It
must Ðrst be remembered that although many loops are
seen inside the Ñaring region or linking the Ñaring active
region to the peripheries of other active regions or to fainter
bipolar regions on the solar disk, in X-ray observations by
Yohkoh and in the EUV by SOHO EIT (while many more
remain unseen by these instruments), the radio-imaging
observations select and traceÈvia nonthermal radiationÈ
only those loops or loop systems at di†erent scales that
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FIG. 7.ÈSOHO EIT 195 percentage di†erence image at 14 :10È13 :41 UT on 1998 May 2 showing the EIT dimming region position at 14 :10 UT. TheA�
Nancay 236 MHz image at 13 :48 :21 UT is overplotted in contours. The Ðgure axes are in solar radii. The moving continuum source was seen in the Nancay
radio images during 13 :43È13 :53 UT. At the time of the EIT image (showing the dimming), this radio source had already disappeared.

have footpoints in the Ñaring active region and that actively
contribute to the CME development. In particular, the TIL,
observed between the Ñaring region AR 8210 and the fainter
magnetic regions in the peripheries of AR 8214, seems to
play a crucial role in the development of the 1998 May 2
CME as well as in the developments of three other CMEs

occurring in a very similar magnetic conÐguration (Khan &
Hudson 2000). In this case, the smaller IL and possibly the
loop system connecting AR 8210 to the faint bipolar region
AB also seem to take part in the CME development.

The Ðrst manifestations of activity seen at radio wave-
lengths are observed after 13 :28 UT, which is well before

FIG. 8.ÈArtemis-IV spectra at 115È700 MHz at 13 :33 :30È13 :53 :30 UT. The lower panel shows the time derivative of the intensity. The Nancay imaging
frequencies are marked on the left. The most intense type III bursts and J-bursts and one of the U-bursts (imaged in Fig. 12a) are marked with arrows. The
spectral drifting sources are labeled ““M0 ÏÏ for the one in the radio Ñash phase and ““M1,ÏÏ ““M2,ÏÏ and ““M3 ÏÏ for the type IIÈlike emission. One of the reverse
drift bursts is also marked. The continuum emission source is labeled ““ CONT ÏÏ (as in Fig. 9).
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FIG. 9.ÈPhoenix-2 spectral plot from ETH at the frequencyZu� rich
range 100È1500 MHz at 13 :33È13 :58 UT on 1998 May 2. The spectral plot
shows how the emission in the radio Ñash phase extends to microwave
frequencies. The pulsations and frequency-drifting bursts were observed
between the radio Ñash phase and the strong continuum source (CONT).

FIG. 10.ÈNancay whole-Sun total Ñux at 164, 236, 327, and 410 MHz
from 13 :30 to 15 :00 UT on 1998 May 2. The arrows mark the approx-
imate start times of the strongest radio features. The SOHO EIT observing
times are also marked in the plot.

FIG. 11.ÈNancay 327 MHz sources at 13 :35 :01 UT (black contours)
and at 164 MHz at 13 :35 :14 UT (gray contours) over the Yohkoh SXT
preÑare image (reversed colors) at 13 :26 :59 UT on 1998 May 2. The axes
units are solar radii. The lower frequencies were located in the middle part
of the soft X-ray TIL and the higher frequencies near the TIL footpoints,
indicating electron acceleration along the soft X-ray loop.

the onset of the radio Ñash phase around 13 :37 UT. These
type III bursts and J-bursts occur in the large tran-
sequatorial loop system and in the smaller interconnecting
loops, where a small number of electrons accelerated in the
vicinity of AR 8210 propagate and radiate radio waves. This
early energy releaseÈwhich can be interpreted as evidence
for magnetic reconnectionÈis also shown in the Ha and
soft X-ray observations of jetlike Ñows, closely coaligned
with the TIL and IL directions. The Ðrst radiation of non-
thermal electrons thus occurs within the TIL and IL loop
systemsÈwhich at least partially disappear during or after
the CME.

At radio wavelengths, the Ñash phase shows typical evo-
lution with emission suddenly extending to high frequencies
(at least up to 1.6 GHz) and a new radio source M0 appear-
ing at decimetric/metric wavelengths. This explosive phase
also corresponds to a displacement of the brightening in the
active region, indicating that new energy release sites (i.e.,
newly activated magnetic features) were present. Similar
appearances of new radio sources during the Ñare develop-
ment have been reported previously (Raoult et al. 1985 ;
Chupp et al. 1993 ; Trottet et al. 1998). In our event, the
radio Ñash emission presents a fast spectral drift (15 MHz
s~1) at metric wavelengths below 230 MHz. Within this
rapidly drifting emission, narrowband type IIIÈlike bursts
and J-bursts are superposed. The decreasing turnover fre-
quency of J-bursts (with respect to the preÑash phase) indi-
cates that electrons progressively have access to loops
higher up in the solar atmosphere because of either the
opening of large-scale Ðelds in the vicinity of the TIL or
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FIG. 12.È(a) Nancay 236 MHz sources at 13 :38 :48 UT (contours)
plotted over the Yohkoh SXT image at 13 :26 :59 UT on 1998 May 2. The
spectra shows a short narrowband U-burst at this time. (b) Nancay 236
MHz sources at 13 :39 :13 UT (contours) plotted over the Yohkoh SXT
image at 13 :26 :59 UT on 1998 May 2. Illuminated looplike structures are
seen in radio. (c) Nancay 327 MHz sources at 13 :39 :57 UT (contours)
plotted over the Yohkoh SXT image at 13 :26 :59 UT on 1998 May 2. A
large radio looplike structure is visible, similar to the one observed around
13 :35 UT, but now with a new radio source near the solar north pole. The
axes units are solar radii.

having access to new loop systems. This interpretation is
also suggested by the displacement of the radio-illuminated
arc system connecting AR 8210 and the small di†use region
above it and by its increased spatial extent.

About 1 minute after the Ñash phase, a Moreton Ha wave
was observed propagating from the Ñare site with speeds
around 630È790 km s~1 along di†erent directions. The start
of the Ha wave is estimated to be very close to the radio
Ñash, around 13 :38 UT. An EIT wave transient (see, e.g.,
Thompson et al. 2000b) was also observed and was found to
be in close (projected) spatial coincidence with the Ha wave.
No reliable speed could be determined for this EIT wave
because of the low image cadence.

Two entirely di†erent approaches are found in the liter-
ature for the interpretation of Moreton Ha waves and EIT
waves. The Ðrst approach assumes that the Moreton wave
is the chromospheric trace of an MHD wave (see, e.g.,
Moreton 1960 ; Uchida 1968). Such a wave approach has
been extended to EIT waves by Wang (2000). This last
model accounts for the cospatiality of the EIT and Ha
waves found in this study and is also suggested for another
event by Thompson et al. (2000b). However, as pointed out
by Wang, the model cannot account for the high velocity of
the Moreton wave found in this event unless the initial
disturbance is a strong super-Alfvenic shock. In this sce-
nario, the propagation of the wave might have lead to
further destabilisation and magnetic interactions when it
encountered other large- or small-scale coronal magnetic
structures. This was previously suggested by Moreton
(1960) for, e.g., the destabilisation of Ðlaments.

Khan & Hudson (2000) suggested that the wave causes
also the destabilisation of the interconnecting loop struc-
tures seen in soft X-rays. This scenario may also explain the
appearance of new radio sources at di†erent locations on
the solar disk and the illumination of new magnetic loops as
accelerated electrons have access to new Ðeld lines. The
other radio-emitting sites may be due to the reconnection
between the large-scale loop systems. This scenario is sup-
ported by the observation of radio bursts going down in the
solar atmosphere (i.e., drifting to higher frequencies) after
the Ñash phase. Finally, we note that the new radio sources
appeared over a large longitudinal and latitudinal range,
which may indicate the extent of the CME source region on
the solar disk. A similar observation of the rapid develop-
ment of the latitudinal extent of radio-emitting sources has
been discussed for a limb event by Maia et al. (1999) and
attributed to loop-loop interactions resulting in large-scale
coronal restructuring and ultimately CME formation in a
multipolar magnetic system.

The propagation of the blast wave (the Ha wave speed
observed in the photospere was 630È790 km s~1) in the
corona and its subsequent interaction and destabilisation of
other preexisting large-scale magnetic structures presum-
ably leads to the formation of type IIÈlike drifting radio
emissions observed in the spectra between 300 and 200
MHz. These frequency-drifting emissions correspond at
each frequency to short-duration, fast-moving radio sources
(with projected speeds of 830È890 km s~1) that seem to
appear at locations in close spatial and temporal coin-
cidence with the extrapolated location of the Ha wave if it
had proceeded almost spherically. They could thus result
from the interaction of the wave with existing coronal struc-
tures linking the di†erent magnetic regions on the disk. This
interaction could result in the generation of secondary
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FIG. 13.ÈNancay 164 and 236 MHz source locations at selected times showing the moving sources M1 (start time around 13 :41 UT), M2 (start time
around 13 :42 UT), and M3 (start time around 13 :42 UT). The active region radio leg is labeled ““ AR ÏÏ and the radio Ñash phase location ““M0 ÏÏ (start time
around 13 :37 UT). The Yohkoh SXT preÑare gray-scale image is from 13 :26 UT on 1998 May 2. The arrows north of the active region point to the locations
where the Ha wave front was observed at 13 :39 :47 UT. The axes units are solar radii.

shock waves leading to the type IIÈlike radiation. The fact
that M1 and M3 seem to overlay bright regions seen either
in soft X-rays with Yohkoh or in EUV with EIT gives some
support to such a scenario.

Another interpretation of the EIT waves has been intro-
duced by & Aulanier (1999). They link the loca-Delanne� e
tion of the EIT brightening to the result of the compression
of the plasma near the footpoints of opening Ðeld lines. This
bright feature can propagate as the Ðeld opens farther and

FIG. 14.ÈSchematic representation of the activity during 13 :00È14 :10
UT on 1998 May 2.

farther away from the original site. This scenario may also
account for the rapid development of the extent of radio-
emitting sources on the disk and on the formation of type
IIÈlike bursts as the Ðeld opening proceeds farther and
encounters preexisting magnetic features.

The radio observations provide another signature of the
arc expansion of the CME magnetic Ðeld and show that
around the time of the last spectral drifting feature, large
and expanding continuum radio sources were formed
(speeds around 300 km s~1). An EIT dimming region was
observed later in the same location. This radio continuum
emission presumably arises from electrons accelerated in
the expanding large-scale loops associated with the CME.
Thus, the large radio source as well as the EIT and SXT
dimming regions may trace the on-the-disk locations of the
CME source regions. In the Ðnal phase of the Ñare, there
was no longer evidence for large-scale radio-emitting
sources nor for emitting sites spread largely on the disk.

In conclusion, we have presented a multiwavelength
analysis of an on-the-disk Ñare associated with a halo CME
event on 1998 May 2. The emphasis was on studying the
radio-imaging and spectral data together with soft X-ray,
EUV, and Ha data in order to show and understand the
rapid development occurring on small and large scales
during the Ñare and CME onset. It must be noted that we
did not address in this paper the question of which one of
these phenomena triggers the other, but rather we show
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that the Ñare and the CME can each be signatures of the
fast evolution of multipolar magnetic Ðelds.
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